
The Regular Process 
1. Conduct exam, informing students that:


1.1.They can use pen or pencil (anything 
except felt pen/marker because it will 
bleed through the page).


1.2.Mistakes can be corrected by crossing 
them out (e.g.,         ).


2. Bring completed exams to the Computer 
Held Desk.


3. Receive the reports & grades by e-mail. 
Grades will be in a spreadsheet that can be 
saved as a *.csv.


4. Upload them to CourseSpaces.


Advantages of Remark 
Better output than Scantron


The old system only offered text outputs that 
were difficult to read (including bad graphs). 
ReMark gives you an actual spreadsheets 
that can easily be uploaded to 
CourseSpaces. They also offer easy-to-read, 
in depth reports.


Custom bubble sheets

Once ReMark is installed on a computer, the 
readable bubble font is installed as well. You 
can then make a custom bubble sheet using 
any word processor (e.g., Word).


Anyone can scan and analyze

The old system required a special reader. All 
you need now is a scanner and a PC.


Common Problems 

I got the results back from the Computer Help 
Desk and there’s a grade for someone with no 
Student # 
This happens when a student doesn’t fill out their 
student #. To fix the issue, you’ll have to look 
back through the actual exams to see who’s 
missing. For the future, check everyone’s exam 
as they hand them in (this should already be 
done) or use the bubble sheet that has the option 
to fill out a name.


 I have more than one version.

Make sure you have an OMR region to detect 
different versions. Use Advanced Grade instead 
of Quick Grade.


Have any other issues? 
Feel free to contact Elliott Lee - esl@uvic.ca
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Dealing with Output 
You can export reports by selecting each report in 
the window and saving each individually or selecting 
Excel from the left to export all the different reports 
in a single Excel file.


Exporting the grade book can be done on the left 
with “Export Gradebook” or under the Data tab, 
selecting “Export textual data and grade results.” 
This will save as any file type you like and can be 
easily uploaded to CourseSpaces.

In Depth Steps 
Remark Software must be installed on your 
computer. The font OMR Bubbles comes with the 
software, which is what the software reads. Create 
a bubble sheet using these.

Once the exams are complete, you must scan 
them. On your departmental scanner:

1. Select Send; choose your e-mail address.

2. Press Original/Sending Data Format < File 

Format < change format to .TIFF. 

3. Press Color/Image Quality < Color Selection < 

Black & White. Still under the Color/Image 
Quality, select Original Image < For OCR.


4. In 3 scans: scan a blank sheet for a template; 
scan the answer key; and scan the exams. 

Make a Template 
1. New < Template

2. Capture Image, import blank bubble sheet you 

scanned.

3. Click OMR at the top. Drag over the Student ID 

area (just the bubbles). In the properties window 
that appears:

1. Set as a grid with 8 columns and 10 rows

2. Change data values to “0-9”

3. Select Advanced Region Properties < Do Not 

Grade This Item AND Designate as a 
Respondent ID


4. Enable Database Lookup

5. Change data type to Excel & find your class 

list

1. In Excel, make a class list with a Student 

ID column that has no V by using the 
formula =RIGHT(A2, LEN(A2)-1) to 
remove the first character of the Student 
# column.


6. Look up the short ID, replace with the 
Student ID, also return First and Last Name.


4. Drag OMR region over the questions you want. 
Copy and paste onto more questions. Right click 
< Properties < Change to the number of rows 
you’ve selected.

Analysis 
1. Select Analysis from the top left

2. Quick Grade treats the top line of the 

spreadsheet/scanned images as the answer key

3. Advanced Grade offers many other options such 

as weighing questions or using multiple keys.

Reading the Data 
1. Select the Data tab at the top left

2. Read < Read Images

3. Select Recognition Settings < Ignore Large 

Marks

1. This ignores X’d out responses


4. Find your file(s) and Read!

5. Review Exceptions at the top


1. Fix any errors


